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A rtist Diana Al-Hadid is Syrian-American. But that 

doesn’t matter. As tempting as it may be to read her work biographically 

(“See how it brings to life the mayhem of the Syrian condition!” 

“Witness how it captures the disintegration of Middle East society!”), 

these are ultimately narrow diversions from a fuller appreciation of 

her two-decade-long practice. To articulate such an appreciation, we 

need to peer into the nooks and crannies of the mammoth sculptures 

Kevin Jones explores what Diana Al-Hadid’s sculptures at NYUAD Art 
Gallery are really about.

WAYS OF       
SEEING 

– the pleats, puddles, drips and molten heaps. We need to plumb 

the recesses of art history – the distorted compositional space of the 

16th century Mannerists, the ecstatic folds of Baroque sculpture. And 

we need to accept that the materiality of the work – the process, its 

physical relation to the body, how it controls our own viewing of it – is 

perhaps a richer line of interrogation than the reductive equations “it 

means this” or “it’s about that.” 

REVIEW

Gradiva’s Fourth Wall. 2011. Polymer gypsum, fiberglass, wood, steel, pigment. 466.1 x 484.5 x 335.3 cm. Photography by Kevin Todora. 
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 For an artist who has cultivated such a signature style, Al-Hadid’s 

practice is the surprising culmination of a cascade of shifts – pivotal 

moments when a “learning” gleaned from a piece, as she would have 

it, indicated a different direction. The inclusion of human figures, 

erecting constellations of pedestals, developing a “drip-as-scaffolding” 

technique: her practice, much like the resulting works themselves, 

seems to be in a state of experiment-driven flux. Process-based though 

they are (“I get my ideas from the materials,” she claims, sincerely), 

her sometime gravity-defying works are the fruit of the artist’s 

preoccupation with the physicality of the human body.   

 It all began with a dance. A solitary waltz in her studio engendered 

Spun of the Limits of My Lonely Waltz (2006): having applied paint to the 

soles of her feet, she would plant a “spire” of the emerging building-like 

sculpture wherever her footprints fell. “I’m careful about the relationship 

of when the sculpture meets the floor,” she said in a March 2016 talk 

at New York University Abu Dhabi (NYUAD). “I think that’s one of the 

most charged elements of a sculpture.” While her early output is largely 

architectural – the honeycombed shards of Built of our Tallest Tales (2008), 

the felled octagonal belfry of The Tower of Infinite Problems (2008), or the 

singed organ-pipe towers of Portal to a Black Hole (2007) which featured 

in Jack Persekian’s nihilistic Disorientations II show held in Abu Dhabi in 

2010 – the body is ever-present, even if it never appears. Many of these 

pieces are scaled to Al-Hadid’s height. The “buildings” are often tipped 

over, splayed across the floor, nudging the viewer to lean inside and 

fathom their cavernous, cellular anatomy. The porous outside reveals an 

inside that teems with life: her works are complex and dense, yet you 

can always see through them. Standing before these crumbled ruins, 

the viewer is wound up in a visual tradition of the sublime: the terrifying 

beauty of these relics makes us conscious of our own scale, like some 

miniscule, contemplative wanderer in a sweeping Romantic painting. 

For Sharjah Biennial 9 in 2009, she created Spells on Our Youth, a half-

constructed whirl of jutting steel bars that seemed to speak as much to 

two-dimensional mark-making as to three-dimensional tower-building. 

During set-up, she admits to having discovered an aversion to the figure 

in her work until then. “I had never really dealt with it properly,” she recalls. 

“I realised that I was the figure in much of the work; it was scaled to me.” 

Phantom Limb (2014), a sprawling, multi-level sculpture crowned by a 

limbless figure – the centrepiece of Al-Hadid’s first solo show in the Arab 

world at NYUAD Art Gallery in March 2016 – is the most recent example 

of what constituted one of her most pivotal shifts. 

REVIEW

Attack. 2015. Polymer gypsum, fiberglass, steel, plaster, gold leaf, pigment. 217.2 x 304.8 x 14 cm. Photography by 
Matt Grubb. Image courtesy the artist and Marianne Boesky Gallery, New York.
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The introduction of the figure led first to a re-think of scale: her 

imagined worlds became larger, more structurally sophisticated. If her 

toppled building segments pinpointed a moment in time – that of 

the viewing – her work with figures and the drippy, dreamy scenes in 

which they throne seemed to record its passage. In her early forays into 

figuration, works like Edge of Critical Density and Actor (both 2009), the 

body is at once present and absent – a slumbering yet articulated mass 

under intricate, cascading folds. Similarly, Trace of a Fictional Third (2011) 

triangulates two cloth-clad figures with an absent viewer at the third 

point of the compositional triangle. 

If her pre-Sharjah architectural period evoked the sublime, the works 

around figuration flirt with the theatrical. The reclining female figure of In 

Mortal Repose (2011) melts calmly atop a pedestal, her bronze substance 

oozing over the side, as she glides a finger through the puddle of metal 

melt. Gradiva’s Fourth Wall (2014) explicitly speaks to the imaginary 

proscenium-plane membrane – the theatre’s “fourth wall”  – separating 

actors from audience, stage from hall, fiction from reality. From about 2011 

on, her world is fully one of dripping and draping, where figures seem to 

float and melt before our eyes, the scene decomposing in cascades that 

slither in puddles down to the viewers’ feet.

But for all this downward pull, Al-Hadid actually devotes a good amount 

of effort trying to make her works defy gravity. Enter: the pedestal. Admittedly 

pre-occupied with the moment a sculpture impacts the floor, she is also 

keen to elevate it. In Mortal Repose, her first pedestal-based work, unlocked 

an opportunity to explore elevation – an exploration that exploded in 

Nolli’s Orders (2012). In this interplay between mass and void, blanched 

figures hover above a cityscape, to which the pedestals are integral. “I see 

the pedestal as a sculptural blank page,” reveals Al-Hadid. “I think of it like 

a sketchbook.” Curiously anti-gravitational, the work, as Al-Hadid describes 

it, starts from the puddles up, with an ersatz liquid mass populating the 

voids between the pedestals. In yet another critical shift, the drips in Nolli’s 

Orders, organised in pyramidal shapes, function as scaffolding to support 

the elements of the whole. From here on, particularly in a work like Synonym 

(2014), drips are as structural as they are narrative. 

Drips are culprits in spatial confusion: they outline absence, often 

functioning as outsides without insides. Nowhere is this more evident 

REVIEW
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Facing page: Installation 
views of Phantom Limb. 
2014. Steel, polymer 
gypsum, fiberglass, 
polystyrene, wood, 
plaster, metal mesh, 
aluminium foil, pigment. 
269.2 x 350.5 x 363.2 
cm. Photography by 
Markus Wörgötter.

This page: Attack 
Again. 2016. Polymer 
gypsum, fiberglass, 
steel, aluminium leaf, 
pigment. 218.4 x 304.8 
x 14 cm. Photography 
by Matt Grubb. © 
Curtesy the artist 
and Marianne Boesky 
Gallery, New York.

All images courtesy 
NYUAD, Abu Dhabi 
unless otherwise 
specified.

than Al-Hadid’s wall pieces, two of which are in the Phantom Limb 

show. Still Life with Gold (2014), for example, which reference Hans 

Memling’s Allegory of Chastity (1475) of a woman embedded waist-

down in a mountain, meshes the pictorial and the sculptural. The 

flatness of a canvas, its traditional positioning on a wall, is undone by 

the image’s existence in the wall itself, as if carved directly into the 

structure. Al-Hadid speaks with delight about this 2D/3D mutability, 

born of a “modern-day fresco” technique in which the plaster is 

reinforced with fibreglass and the “image” is peeled off the wall. “It’s 

a little bit like making the image before the canvas,” she enthuses. 

“There is no canvas at all!” 

Similarly, the two-dimensionality of some of her sculptures is 

designed to deceive. In Suspended After Image (2012), the pattern 

of a cloak pours down some stairs. From the front, it seems full and 

dimensional; from the side, it is flat. As we walk further behind the work, 

we see the grid work that houses this “image,” as if we became privy to 

some sort of canvas propping up the whole. As the title suggests, we 

question whether this is a sculpture at all. 

Spatially, then, we become conscious not only of what we see, 

but how we see it. A narrative unfolds with each step as we circle a 

work: what looked like detached figures suddenly align; a cityscape 

morphs into mountains; a seemingly rounded figure is revealed as 

one-dimensional. Much like the distorted, engineered pictorial space 

of Mannerist painters like Pontormo and El Greco, Al-Hadid’s realm is 

one of self-consciousness: the works are principally concerned with 

how they were made. If Al-Hadid delves into the Mannerist space, it 

is not without cause. As art historian Robert Klein wrote in Form and 

Meaning (1979), Mannerism is an art of art; attention slips from what is 

represented to how to represent. A perfect fit for a process-driven artist 

like Al-Hadid. 

So revel as we may in boxing this prolific output into some cogent geo-

political analysis, or in ballyhooing the artist’s connection to her Syrian 

roots, these works are ultimately about nothing more than themselves.

Phantom Limb runs until 28 May 2016 at NYUAD Art Gallery. For more 
information visit www.nyuad-artgallery.org
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